Many times when your clients talk about giving to charity, they mean writing a check to an organization they love. There is no arguing that using a check in the moment is the most time efficient way to give. However, while we encourage giving by any means, checkbook giving is the least tax efficient way to give. The cost of this time savings, in dollars, is significant in many cases.

As shown in the chart below, clients who itemize their deductions and make gifts using their checkbook to public charities can receive a charitable deduction. This means that a $10,000 cash gift that is fully deductible would only cost the client $6,700. While this is a good savings on Federal income tax, there is a missed opportunity to also avoid capital gains tax. In the case below, that same $10,000 gift made with appreciated securities saves your client an additional $1,600!

The time commitment and coordination necessary to make a gift of stock often limits its application for your clients, but it doesn’t have to. Using a donor-advised fund (DAF) allows the client to transfer appreciated stock directly to the Community Foundation, which in turn makes the proceeds available for the client to make charitable gifts of almost any size to charity. Rather than only giving five-figure gifts with stock, clients who consolidate their giving through a DAF are effectively giving every charitable gift with assets that have enjoyed reduced Federal income tax liability and avoided capital gains tax.

Here’s how it works:

- **Talk to your client.** Each year, you can discuss with your client what they plan to give in the following year, or in a year when they can absorb a higher deduction, over the next several years. Based on that amount, they could transfer assets to their DAF. Then, they can use their DAF as their “charitable checkbook” and recommend grants to organizations at their convenience.

- **Choose an asset.** The Community Foundation can accept cash, publicly traded securities, closely held shares, LLP or LLC interests, real estate, commodities (e.g., silver bars) and other assets to fund a DAF. Some of these asset types take more planning and effort and can’t be implemented quickly, but publicly traded securities can usually be transferred in a few days.
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- **Find the opportunities.** By combining the decision about charitable giving with your clients’ taxable events, you can mitigate the tax impact on your client. If your client needs to rebalance a portfolio, reset cost basis, or offset the tax impact of a required minimum distribution (RMD), a stock transfer to a DAF can be a useful tool.

If you have a client who has a larger than normal adjusted gross income due to a taxable event this year (e.g., deferred compensation payout, business sale, large bonus), talk to them about the benefits of making a contribution to a DAF at the Community Foundation. Then, the donor can decide later what organizations to support from their fund.

Also, as your clients move through the different stages in their lives, we can help them with other aspects of charitable planning. The Community Foundation can assist clients with discerning their goals, creating a legacy plan, engaging family in their giving and applying strategies to provide income for loved ones or reduce taxes.

To learn more about our charitable planning conversations, legacy planning and ways we can work with you and your clients, go to www.cnycf.org/PA or contact Tom Griffith, Director of Gift Planning at tgriffith@cnycf.org.